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Molecular lattice clock with long vibrational
coherence
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Atomic lattice clocks have spurred numerous ideas for tests
of fundamental physics, detection of general relativistic
effects and studies of interacting many-body systems. On
the other hand, molecular structure and dynamics offer rich
energy scales that are at the heart of new protocols in precision measurement and quantum information science. Here,
we demonstrate a fundamentally distinct type of lattice clock
that is based on vibrations in diatomic molecules, and present coherent Rabi oscillations between weakly and deeply
bound molecules that persist for tens of milliseconds. This
control is made possible by a state-insensitive magic lattice
trap that weakly couples to molecular vibronic resonances
and enhances the coherence time of light-induced clock state
superpositions by several orders of magnitude. The achieved
quality factor Q = 8 × 1011 results from 30 Hz narrow resonances for a 25 THz clock transition in Sr2 molecules. Our
technique of extended coherent manipulation is applicable to
long-term storage of quantum information in qubits based on
ultracold polar molecules, while the vibrational clock enables
precise probes of interatomic forces, tests of Newtonian gravitation at ultrashort range and model-independent searches
for electron-to-proton mass ratio variations.
Progress in quantum state control of molecules1 has recently
led to molecular laser cooling2, novel approaches to precision measurement3 as well as studies of ultracold chemistry phenomena4,5,
many-body physics6 and quantum information7,8. Here we expand
this control by extending the molecular vibrational coherence time
in an optical lattice by over a thousandfold through a general and
widely applicable technique and by utilizing this enhanced coherence to demonstrate a vibrational molecular clock.
Atomic clocks have proven to be extraordinarily precise scientific
measurement tools9–11, enabling measurements that address fundamental constants and dark energy12,13, general relativity14, gravitational waves15 and many-body physics16. Some of the experiments
depend on the physics of the clock mechanism. For example, clocks
based on electronic transitions can constrain the stability of the finestructure constant while those based on hyperfine transitions help
measure the stability of the electron-to-proton mass ratio. Molecules
possess a more extensive set of internal degrees of freedom than
atoms, including vibrations and rotations. A clock based on molecular vibrations can access fundamental measurements that are out of
reach for atomic clocks17–20. These include searches for new forces21,
model-independent tests of the electron-to-proton mass ratio stability18,20 and tests of quantum electrodynamics in bound systems22.
Many of the same features that enhance molecular clocks are vital for
the long-term storage of quantum information in molecules7.
The molecular clock is based on the vibrational excitations
of 88Sr2 confined in a one-dimensional (1D) lattice, as shown in
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Fig. 1a. Two laser beams co-propagate along the lattice axis and
probe the clock transition in the anti-Stokes Raman configuration.
Tightly trapping neutral molecules in the lattice (the Lamb–Dicke
parameters are below 0.15 for lattice light and 0.012 for probe light)
affords a large signal-to-noise ratio while eliminating motional
effects that lead to rapid decoherence.
Figure 1b illustrates the details of the clock scheme.
Approximately 7,000 molecules are prepared from laser-cooled
88
Sr atoms at ~5 μK, predominantly in the electronic ground states
X0þ
g ðv ¼ �1; J ¼ f0; 2gÞ. Only J = 0 is used in this work and serves
asI the upper clock state |1〉. The vibrational quantum number v
is negative if counted down from the threshold. J and M are the
total angular momentum and its projection onto the quantization
axis that is set by the linear probe light polarization and a weak
magnetic field. The 25.1 THz Raman clock transition is driven by
689.4 and 651.9 nm light, as indicated with dashed red and orange
lines, reaching the deeply bound (v = 6) lower clock state |2〉. The
689.4 nm probe light is phase-locked to the narrow-line Sr cooling light with a ~3 × 10−13 fractional optical linewidth, which also
stabilizes the repetition rate of a femtosecond frequency comb.
The 651.9 nm probe light is phase-locked to the comb. Depending
on the chosen Raman wavelengths, Sr2 vibrational clock frequencies can range from ~1 GHz to ~30 THz, spanning the molecular
potential depth. The Raman detuning from the intermediate state
0
0
0
0þ
u ðv ¼ �4; J ¼ 1; M ¼ 0Þ is 25 MHz, while the natural width
ofI this state is ~20 kHz. The blackbody-radiation limited lifetimes
of the clock states exceed 105 years, as described in the Methods
and Supplementary Information. Molecule detection is performed
by photodissociating molecules in state |1〉 (directly to an excited
atomic continuum or by exciting to a self-dissociating molecular
state) and absorption imaging the Sr photofragments5. The duration
of a single experiment on a fresh molecular sample is ~2 s.
The key enabling concept for the clock is a molecular stateinsensitive (magic) trap. Magic trapping was a major breakthrough for optical atomic lattice clocks23. Previously we have
demonstrated magic trapping for ultranarrow one-photon
molecular transitions24, which enabled a new regime of molecular metrology. However, the light-shift cancellation mechanism
was similar to that used for atomic clocks, because the molecular
clock states were near atomic thresholds with different electronic
and spin characters. Other schemes for state-insensitive trapping of molecules typically involve specific lattice polarizations
or intensities25–28, parameters that are difficult to control with a
very high precision. For scalar (J = 0) clock states, the lattice wavelength can primarily be used for light shift tuning. In contrast to
atomic clocks, |1〉 and |2〉 belong to the same electronic potential,
resulting in nearly parallel non-resonant a.c. polarizabilities versus wavelength. Using polarizability crossing points near vibronic
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Fig. 1 | Vibrational molecular lattice clock. a, 88Sr2 molecules are trapped
in a 1D optical lattice and probed in the Lamb–Dicke regime with twocolour light. b, The transition between clock states |1〉 and |2〉 is driven by
an off-resonant Raman process (dashed red and orange lines). The lattice
(short-dashed brown line, 920 nm) couples the lower clock state to one of
the 1u vibrational levels, ensuring decoherence-free magic trapping. 88Sr2
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molecular resonances has been proposed18,29 but not demonstrated
before this work.
To implement state-insensitive trapping, the lattice (short-dashed
brown line, Fig. 1b) couples |2〉 to a deeply bound 1u vibrational
level at the blue tail of the resonance. The inset to Fig. 1b shows the
unperturbed clock states and the 1u state to which |2〉 is coupled by
the lattice (Fig. 1b(i)). The clock state light shifts are also shown
(Fig. 1b(ii)), along with a reduced light shift of |2〉 when the lattice is
tuned near the vibronic resonance, resulting in equal trap depths for
|1〉 and |2〉 and, therefore, an unshifted clock resonance that is free
of lattice-induced inhomogeneous broadening (Fig. 1b(iii)).
Four deeply bound states of the 1u potential (v′ = {19–22}, J′ = 1)
were found by tuning the lattice wavelength between 926 and
907 nm. The assignment of vibrational labels was based on a comparison of measured transition frequencies and vibrational spacings
with ab initio calculations30. The vibronic resonances, separated
by ~6 nm, were detected via the light shift of |2〉, as plotted in Fig.
2a for the 919.7 nm resonance (v′ = 20) and in the Supplementary
Information for the other resonances. As the lattice frequency is
scanned by 10 GHz across this resonance, the width of the clock transition drops by over three orders of magnitude, as shown in Fig. 2b.
Three sample spectra are presented where the lattice is tuned to
the red side of the resonance (left, |2〉 is more deeply trapped than
|1〉), to the blue side (right, |2〉 is less deeply trapped) and further to
the blue where the clock state polarizabilities are matched (centre,
|1〉 and |2〉 are equally trapped). The magic-wavelength spectrum,
Nature Physics | VOL 15 | NOVEMBER 2019 | 1118–1122 | www.nature.com/naturephysics

obtained with low probe power corresponding to an effective Rabi
frequency Ω = 12(1) Hz, has a linewidth of 32(3) Hz width and a
signal-to-noise ratio of 10. This width yields a quality factor Q =
8 × 1011, so the fractional
clock uncertainty is expected to average
pﬃﬃﬃ
down as 2 ´ 10�13 = τ in τ seconds, reaching 1 Hz in 20 s. The noise
I spectra can be further suppressed by implementing
on the clock
zero-background detection schemes, as in atomic clocks.
The consequences of working near trap-induced resonances
include a potentially steep dependence of the differential light shift
on lattice frequency. For the 919.7 nm resonance, the measured light
shift is ~1 Hz/20 kHz which is several orders of magnitude more
sensitive to lattice detuning than for atomic lattice clocks. However,
lattice frequency stabilization below the 10 kHz level is not prohibitive. We achieve the necessary stability by phase-locking the lattice
to the clock laser via the frequency comb.
To demonstrate coherent quantum state control of the molecular clock, we induce Rabi oscillations between |1〉 and |2〉. Figure
3a shows coherent oscillations persisting for ~30 ms. The measurement is fitted to an oscillation where both the particle number and
the fringe contrast are decaying, as described in the Methods, and
suggests that two time constants currently limit the clock Q. The
overall decay indicates a 30 ms lifetime of |2〉 in the magic lattice.
The coherence time that governs fringe contrast is 10 ms for this
data set, and can be traced to technical causes such as short- and
long-term instabilities in the probe laser frequency.
The near-resonant set point of the magic lattice is a concern for
heating and loss of |2〉 by incoherent light scattering. We directly measured the clock state lifetimes and found the |2〉 lifetime of ~200 ms
far from the polarizability resonance to be limited by bimolecular
collisions with a two-body loss coefficient β = 2.1(6) × 10−10 cm3 s−1.
The quoted error includes uncertainties in the molecule density and
temperature, as well as the standard error of the fit that is shown in
Fig. 3b and described in the Methods. As also shown in Fig. 3b, in the
magic lattice the |2〉 lifetime is limited by the lattice light scattering,
despite the fact that a significantly lower one-photon scattering rate
is expected from ab initio calculations30 of 1u lifetimes and branching ratios. Additional measurements revealed that the |2〉 lifetime
drops / 1=Pl2, where Pl is the lattice light power (Fig. 3c), suggesting two-photon
scattering. The two-photon process could couple
I
|2〉 to a higher-energy continuum, dissociating the molecules. For
the current choice of lattice wavelength, the targeted gerade continuum lies below the 1S + 1P1 atomic threshold but above 1S + 1D2.
Although photodissociation of Sr2 to lower-lying continua is well
understood5, calculating lattice-induced coupling to higher-lying
continua is challenging due to the large number of possible molecular potential curves. Our preliminary calculations yield two-photon
scattering rates that are consistent with observations. Furthermore,
we expect that this scattering has a non-monotonic dependence
on the continuum energy and could be suppressed by a judicious
choice of the intermediate 1u state. We note that the clock transition
explored here spans nearly the entire molecular potential and thus
requires compensation of a large lattice-induced light shift (~20%
of the trap depth, comparable to the case of rotational qubits25,26).
Alternative scenarios based on more closely spaced molecular levels
could require less polarizability tuning7 and thus allow the lattice
frequency to be further from a vibronic resonance, resulting in proportionally lower scattering rates. A typical quadratic dependence
of molecule lifetime on lattice detuning from a polarizability resonance is presented in Fig. 3d.
With Q approaching 1012, systematic effects in the molecular
clock can be studied with high precision. This is particularly important due to the basic differences between molecular and atomic lattice clocks, where the systematics were recently suppressed to the
~10−18 level10, including the two-colour probe scheme. Here, we
study the effects of the probe light on the clock transition in this
configuration where both off-resonant Raman beams light-shift the
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Fig. 2 | Magic lattice for the molecular clock. a, The measured light
shift of clock state |2〉 versus lattice light detuning shows a polarizability
resonance originating from coupling to 1u (v′ = 20). The vertical axis
refers to the detuning of the 689.4 nm probe (dashed red line, Fig.
1b). The dispersive fitting function is described in the Methods. The
polarizability of |2〉 equals that of |1〉 near the high-density points ~1 GHz
above resonance. b, The clock transition linewidth drops by over 103 at
the magic wavelength. Three clock-transition spectra are shown versus
probe detuning, each connected to its linewidth measurement. The
magic-wavelength resonance has a fitted Lorentzian width of 32(3) Hz
and signal-to-noise ratio of 10, while the resonances at non-magic
wavelengths exhibit thermal broadening of ~0.1 MHz with an asymmetry
determined by the relative magnitude of the clock-state trap depths
as described in the Methods. The error bars in a and b correspond to
the standard errors of Lorentzian fits to the clock spectra. Data points
in the insets do not have associated error bars as they represent single
experimental realizations.

clock states. This shift can be strongly suppressed for a particular
intensity ratio of the two beams. To the lowest order, which is easily resolved with the current clock precision, the differential light
shift is nulled if the Rabi frequencies associated with the coupling
of the clock states to the intermediate state by the two probe beams
are equal. Figure 4a shows that the probe-beam power ratio corresponding to this balanced condition, R0, results in a differential
light shift consistent with zero. For each Rabi frequency ratio, the
probe intensities were varied by a factor of 27. At ratios of 0.5R0 and
2R0, a substantial net clock shift of several hundred Hz is observed.
To implement the probe light shift cancellation scheme we used
Autler–Townes spectroscopy to precisely measure single-photon
Rabi frequencies in the molecular clock. This method results in
avoided-crossing curves described in the Methods and shown in
Fig. 4b, where the Rabi frequency Ω2 is the distance between the
hyperbola branches at the intermediate-state detuning Δ = 0. The
measurements indicate that our 1% control of the probe intensity
ratio should eliminate these light shifts at the 2 × 10−15 level for the
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Fig. 3 | Coherent control of molecular clock states. a, Rabi oscillations
exhibit two time constants: an overall molecule lifetime of 30 ms and a
coherence time of 10 ms. Error bars are not shown because each point
is an average of only three experimental realizations, and the fitted Rabi
frequency is 388(1) Hz. b, Molecular lifetimes for |2〉 are measured
in a magic (magenta squares) and non-magic (green circles) lattice.
In a non-magic lattice, the loss is dominated by two-body collisions,
with the asymptotic molecule number per lattice site approaching 0.5,
as expected. In a magic lattice, the single-body lifetime is 24(2) ms
from an exponential decay fit. Each point is an average of ~10 shots
and error bars correspond to standard errors of the mean. c, Inverse
quadratic dependence of the lifetime on lattice power as indicated by a
parabolic fit, suggesting that a limit may be imposed by two-photon light
scattering via photodissociation. d, Quadratic dependence of the lifetime
on lattice detuning from the polarizability resonance for v′ = 22 and
Pl = 165 mW. Each point in c and d is obtained from a fit to an exponential
loss curve and error bars are the standard fit errors. Fitting functions are
described in the Methods.

25.1 THz clock transition. Substantial improvement can be achieved
with lower probe intensities at longer molecule–light coherence
times, or with additional cancellation methods.
The reported vibrational molecular lattice clock demonstrates
that precision measurements and frequency metrology based on
new types of quantum dynamics are possible when a high level
of molecular quantum state control is attained. The long coherence times observed here across a large vibrational energy gap are
applicable to molecular qubits and quantum simulators1,6,7 where
the long duration of information storage and the relatively small
strength of dipolar interactions require extended observations.
Nature Physics | VOL 15 | NOVEMBER 2019 | 1118–1122 | www.nature.com/naturephysics
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Fig. 4 | Magic intensity ratio for a two-photon clock transition. a, At
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the light shift is consistent with zero. Here, the light shift (with Ω varied
between 46(3) and 1,240(90) Hz) is measured for several intensity ratios.
The error bars represent the standard error of the shift, arising primarily
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the expected shift calculated from Rabi frequency measurements as in b.
b, Autler–Townes molecular spectroscopy reveals the avoided crossing
curves, and allows precise measurements of transition Rabi frequencies
and thus determination of the magic intensity ratios. Here, weak
689.4 nm light is used as probe, and the coupling is provided by 651.9 nm
light with a resonant Rabi frequency given by the minimum separation
(Ω2 = 514(9) kHz) of the upper (blue circles) and lower (red squares)
hyperbola branches (grey lines with dashed asymptotes; see Methods).
The uncertainties are standard errors of the clock line centres when fitted
to Lorentzian shapes.

Molecular state-insensitive lattice traps based on vibronic resonances, described here, present several challenges that are expected
to be overcome, as well as some advantages. The latter include a
high density of polarizability resonances and thus ease of locating many candidate resonances in a convenient wavelength range.
The singlet–triplet character of Sr2 lattice-driven vibronic transitions results in resonances that are much narrower than their spacing and thus do not interfere, presenting a clean platform for trap
shift compensation. This general property is also found in KRb and
other ultracold molecules of interest. Further work on precision
and accuracy is necessary to realize the full potential of vibrational
molecular lattice clocks. The level of precision achieved here is
directly applicable to new fundamental measurements18,21,22.
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Details of the molecular clock experiment. Strontium atoms are cooled on
the strong 461 nm transition, transferred to a magneto-optical trap operating
on the intercombination line at 689 nm and loaded into a 1D retro-reflected
optical lattice with a wavelength that is continuously tunable between 907
and 926 nm. Subsequently we photoassociate the atoms into excited-state
0
0
0
−2
0þ
u ðv ¼ �4; J ¼ 1; M ¼ ± 1Þ Sr2 molecules using a 29 W cm pulse of 2 ms
I
duration
(the quantum numbers are defined in the main text). The excited
31
molecules decay preferentially into the X0þ
g ðv ¼ �1; J ¼ f0; 2gÞ ground states .
We produce ~7,000 molecules in (v = −1,I J = 0), spread over ~700 lattice sites.
At an optical power of 155 mW and wavelength of 922 nm, the lattice depth
for Sr2 molecules is ν 2z M 2 λ4l =h2 ¼ 800 Er , where Er = 1.33h kHz is the lattice recoil
energy, λl is the latticeI wavelength, M is the molecular mass and h is the Planck
constant. On each lattice site, the axial and radial confinement frequencies are
νz = 74 kHz and νr = 440 Hz, respectively. The temperature of the gas depends on the
details of preparation and is in the 4–8 μK range for this study. The axial frequency
and temperature were extracted from subradiant molecular spectroscopy32. The
combination of a large lattice depth and relatively low temperature ensures that
tunnelling is strongly suppressed.
Spectroscopy and coherent manipulation of the clock states are performed
with a two-photon anti-Stokes Raman process. The Raman lasers are tuned
0
0
25 MHz above the 0þ
u ðv ¼ �4; J ¼ 1Þ intermediate state and co-propagate with
I
the lattice. Their wavelengths
are 689.4503 and 651.8623 nm, as measured by a
wavemeter. The vertical quantization axis is set by a small magnetic field, and
the lattice and Raman beam polarizations point along this axis. The lattice beam
waist where the molecules are trapped is 30 μm, while the probe beam waists are
90 μm, providing uniform illumination over the typical cloud size of <15 μm.
After clock spectroscopy is performed, the molecules in the upper clock state |1〉
are photodissociated into slow Sr atoms using a 2 ms pulse with peak intensity
5.3 W cm−2 tuned above the singly excited 1S + 3P1 continuum33. The atoms are
counted in an absorption image using a 50 μs pulse of resonant 461 nm light.
The lattice light is derived from a tapered amplifier diode. At a magic wavelength,
resonant scattering due to amplified spontaneous emission can shorten the molecule
lifetime. We mitigate this effect by spectrally filtering the lattice light using a linear
Fabry–Perot cavity with a finesse of 160 and a free spectral range of 2.6 GHz.
For the high-Q clock spectrum in Fig. 2b, the intensities of the 689.4 and
651.9 nm Raman lasers are 0.16 mW cm−2 and 5.8 mW cm−2, respectively, and the
axial trap frequency is reduced to 59 kHz. The Rabi oscillations in Fig. 3a were
measured with probe light intensities that are larger by ~40×, or 6.8 mW cm−2 and
224 mW cm−2 for the two colours, respectively.
The measured clock transition shift due to molecular collisions (density shift)
in the optical lattice is consistent with zero at the level of several Hz.
Vibronic polarizability resonances. In addition to the polarizability resonance
of clock state |2〉 shown in Fig. 2a, we measured three additional resonances, as
shown in Supplementary Fig. 1. The lattice couples |2〉 to 1u(v′ = {19–22}), where
v′ = 20 was mostly used in this work.
Functions used to describe the data. State-insensitive trapping. The lattice-induced
light shift of |2〉 is described by
δf ¼

1
ΔΩ2l
Ω2
 l
4 Ω2l =2 þ Δ2 þ γ 2 =4 4Δ

ð1Þ

where Ωl is the resonant lattice-induced Rabi frequency, Δ is the detuning from the
nearest 1u level and γ is its natural width. The function used to fit the data in Fig. 2a
and Supplementary Fig. 1 is
yðxÞ ¼

A
þB
x � x0

ð2Þ

The clock spectra that were collected to obtain the plot of linewidths w in Fig.
2b were fitted to Lorentzian profiles
yðxÞ ¼

A
1 þ ½2ðx � x0 Þ=w2

ð3Þ

after taking a natural logarithm of the Sr photofragment count derived from
absorption images. The same function was used to fit the 32 Hz wide clock line in
Fig. 2b, as well as the spectra measured for Fig. 4.
Two clock lineshapes in Fig. 2b exhibit broadening in a non-magic lattice
due to the residual temperature of thehmolecules.
They are
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
i described by the
α0 =α � 1 , and α and α′ are the
functional form u2e−u, where u ¼ δf = kB T
polarizabilities of |2〉 and |1〉 (ref.
I 32). The fitting function is
yðxÞ ¼ C � Aðx � x0 Þ2 e�Bðx�x0 Þ

ð4Þ

Coherent Rabi oscillations. The function used to fit the oscillations in Fig. 3a at Rabi
frequency Ω, and to define the lifetime and coherence time constants τL and τC, is
Nature Physics | www.nature.com/naturephysics

h
i
yðxÞ ¼ Ae�x=τL 1 þ e�x=τC cosðΩx þ ϕÞ

ð5Þ

yðxÞ ¼ Ax2

ð6Þ

Molecule loss near a magic wavelength. The inverse molecular lifetime in a magic
lattice trap as a function of the lattice light power is fitted to
in Fig. 3c. The same function is used to fit the molecule lifetime as a function of the
lattice detuning from the magic wavelength in Fig. 3d.
Molecule loss due to collisions. The molecular lifetime curve in Fig. 3b, measured
away from a trap-induced resonance (green circles), is fitted to a function
describing combined one-body and two-body losses:
NðtÞ ¼

1þ

N0 e�γt
N0 A
�γt Þ
γ ð1 � e

ð7Þ

where N0 is the initial molecule number per lattice site and γ in this case is the onebody exponential decay rate. The molecule losses are dominated by the resulting
two-body loss coefficient
β ¼ ð4πkB T=M Þ3=2

2A
ωz ω2r

ð8Þ

In equation (8), kB is the Boltzmann constant, ω ≡ 2πν and T is the molecular
temperature which, along with the trap frequencies, is independently measured.
The fit is not sensitive to the exponential time constant and returns 1/γ = 4(5) s.
The resulting coefficient β = 2.1(6) × 10−10 cm3 s−1 could be overestimated because it
does not consider the J = 2 molecules that are present but unobserved.
Autler–Townes spectroscopy. Two branches of the Autler–Townes doublet hyperbola,
plotted in Fig. 4b for varying probe detunings33, are individually fitted to
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
1
ð9Þ
y ¼ ðx � x0 Þ ±
ðx � x0 Þ2 þ Ω22 þ B
2
2

where Ω2 is the resonant Rabi rate associated with the 651.9 nm probe.

Lifetimes of the vibrational states. The dominant natural decay mechanism of the
vibrational clock states in the electronic ground state, X0þ
g (J = 0, v), is the electric
quadrupole (E2) transition to the lower-lying vibrational
I states. The E2 selection
rules ensure that ΔJ ≤ 2. Moreover, J = 0 → J = 0 is forbidden, and only even values
of J are allowed due to the bosonic statistics of 88Sr. Therefore, the X0þ
g (J = 0, v)
levels decay to X0þ
I
g (J = 2, v − 1, v − 2,...).
The natural Ilifetime τ is given by the spontaneous emission rate as τ = 1/γ. The
spontaneous emission rate is obtained from the Einstein A coefficients,
X
γ E2
AE2
J¼0;v ¼
J¼2;v0 ;J¼0;v
ð10Þ
v0

The Einstein A coefficients for the E2 transitions are34
AE2
J¼2;v0 ;J¼0;v ¼

1 1 ðEJ¼0;v � EJ¼2;v0 Þ5 J¼0
HJ¼2 jhχ J¼0;v ðRÞjQ20 ðRÞjχ J¼2;v0 ðRÞij2
15 4πε0
ℏ6 c5
ð11Þ

J¼0
where R is the internuclear distance, E is the energy, HJ¼2
is the Hönl–London
factor obtained by integrating the angular parts of theIwavefunctions and χ(R)
are the rovibrational wavefunctions. The quadrupole moment Q20 ðRÞ is plotted
I
in Supplementary Fig. 2. It was calculated using two distinct quantum
chemistry
methods, multireference configuration interaction (MRCI) and finite field coupled
cluster (CCSD(T)). The resulting lifetimes differ at most by 10%. The finite field
CCSD(T) calculations were ultimately used.
An additional natural decay mechanism involves two-photon E1E1 decay
to lower vibrational levels (J = 0, 2) via 0þ
u or 1u electronic states (J′ = 1). The
corresponding lifetimes were calculatedI35 and found to be longer than for onephoton E2 decay.
For a finite temperature T > 0, blackbody radiation (BBR) can shorten the
molecular lifetimes. Two main contributions affect the BBR-limited lifetimes:
stimulated emission rate γBBRse and absorption rate γBBRa. For stimulated emission,
only the E2 decay was considered because the E1E1 process is weaker. For
absorption, E2 transitions to higher-lying X0þ
g ðJ ¼ 2Þ states as well as E1 transitions
I The general expression for the BBR
to J′ = 1 of 0þ
u or 1u were taken into account.
P
I is γ BBR ¼
n,where the sum
transition rate
J¼0;v
f AJ¼0;v;f 
�1is over the final states f and
I
� 1 . For stimulated emission, the
the photon occupation
number is n ¼ exp kℏω
BT
Einstein coefficients are AE2, while for
I absorption we include both AE2 and AE1, where

AE1
J¼0;v;f ¼

3
4 1 ðEJ¼0;v � Ef Þ
jhΨJ¼0;v j^
djΨf ij2
4 3
3 4πϵ0
ℏ c

ð12Þ

in terms of the transition dipole moment operator ^d and the total wavefunctions
Ψ. For lifetime calculations, T = 300 K was assumed.I

Letters
The overall lifetimes of the X0þ
g (J = 0, v) states, along with the individual
contributions to the level quenching,
are shown in Supplementary Fig. 3. For the
I
clock states |1〉 and |2〉, the lifetimes are 9 × 107 and 3 × 105 years, respectively.
The shortest lifetime, for v = 27, is 1 × 105 years.
In addition, the BBR shift of the clock transition between |1〉 and |2〉 was
calculated to be 0.63 Hz, while much smaller shifts were found for clock transitions
between pairs of deeply bound vibrational levels.

Data availability

The data that support the plots within this paper and other findings of the study are
available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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FIG. S1: Measured light shifts of clock state |2i versus lattice light detuning shows four polarizability resonances originating
from coupling to 1u (v 0 = {19-22}) at 925-907 nm wavelengths. The vertical axis refers to the detuning of the 689.4 nm probe
laser, and the measurements were performed at lattice power of 200-230 mW. The dispersive fitting function is described in
Methods. The error bars correspond to the standard errors of Lorentzian fits to the clock spectra.
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FIG. S2: The quadrupole moment of the 88 Sr2 ground state calculated using two distinct quantum chemistry methods and
plotted versus the internuclear separation.
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FIG. S3: Overall lifetimes of the X0+
g (J = 0, v) states along with the individual contributions. The v ranges from 0 to 62, left
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